
Question Text 

Q1. Please rate your overall experience with the Research Review.

Q2. What Is your feedback regarding

Q2.1 Related to the Fall Season, what are you most interested in?

Q2.2. How often do you use the Visitor Map?
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Q2.3 What feature or improvement would you most like to see made 
to the Visitor Map mobile app.?

Q2.4. Would you like to see real-time notices, closures and/or alerts 
(e.g. area closures, fire restrictions, etc. ) from the Forest Service 
integrated with map products such as this one



Q2.4. Would you like to see real-time notices, closures and/or alerts 
(e.g. area closures, fire restrictions, etc. ) from the Forest Service 
integrated with map products such as this one

Q2.5. What type of local, real-time information is most important to 
you?

Q2.6. Is there anything else you would like to tell us about the Visitor 
Map mobile app?



Answer Text 

Star rating ( 5 stars) 

IVM

The science of fall foliage and why leaves change.

I enjoy learning. Tell me what you know about it all.

Frequently

On occasion

Rarely

My first time

Add location tracking so I can see where I am on the map.

Just focus on improving the data within the map.

No

Yes 
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How drought and changing environmental conditions effect 
fall colors.

Suggestions on where to go on national forests and 
grasslands to see the changing fall colors.

I love to visit our national forests and grasslands year-round, 
not just in the fall season.

Integration with other social media (share specifics in text 
box at the bottom of survey).

A mobile app that works in remote locations when there's 
no cellular service.



Open ended question

Current closure on roads, trails, recreation sites or other 
areas

Safety information related to weather, wildfire, wildlife, trail 
or road hazards

Notifications of upcoming events such as interpretive 
events, seasonal campground, road and trail openings, or 
planned closures.



Question Text 
Q1. 
Q2. 

Q3. 

Q4. 

Q5.

[CLIENT NAME & SURVEY NAME] Feedback Survey 
FCG IA number: [EAM can help provide this number] 



Q5.

Q6. 

Q7. 



Answer Text 
Start rating ( 5 stars) 

[CLIENT NAME & SURVEY NAME] Feedback Survey 
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(Open ended question) 
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